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ABSTRACT
Cooperative communication is an active area of research today. It enables the nodes to achieve spatial
diversity, which leads to tremendous improvement in system capacity and delay. In this proposed system
cooperative communication mechanism is used to determine a list of intermediate relay nodes that follows
en-route to the destinations. Here, when data packets are broadcasted from a source node and the packets
are received by a destination node along with the route. Cooperative communications which utilizes nearby
terminals to relay the message transmissions also induces the non-cooperative nodes to participate in some
opportunistic environments for achieving the diversity gains and to improve the efficiencies among the
mobile nodes in wireless mobile ad hoc networks. The Enhanced Cooperative Opportunistic Routing
Scheme (ECORS) which is based on light weight proactive source routing is used in this work to ensure the
cooperation of participating mobile nodes in MANETs. This new protocol is used to easily identify the
intermediate nodes and establishing the trusted routes. The comparative performance analyses among
AODV versus ECORS are properly carried out and the better cooperative packet delivery ratio, increased
throughput and decreased delay in packet delivery are achieved in this network simulation.
Keywords: Cooperative communication, MANETs, Opportunistic packet forwarding, Packet delivery,
Retransmission, Throughput.
1.

INTRODUCTION

A Mobile Ad-hoc NETwork (MANET) is a self
organized, self-configured network and the mobile
nodes are connected by wireless links. Cooperative
communication (CC) [2] is also a promising
technique to enhance information transmission
quality that the user are able to share and coordinate
by participating with the resources and doing better
communication even though the robust situation
occurs in MANETs. This system generally allows
the single antenna and multiple antenna systems.
The most of the cooperative communication works
focus based on link level issues in MANETs. This
work mainly focuses the concepts of data
forwarding and routing in network layer. i.e., how
packets are delivered from one link to another link
and identifying opportunistic routing from source to
destination via the intermediate relaying nodes. To
achieve this, the overall idea of ExOR work is
enhanced and the proposed enhanced cooperative

opportunistic routing is utilized to achieve
efficiency in throughput and also to reduce the
delay in packet delivery in an opportunistic
MANETs. ECORS algorithm is also exploits the
multi user diversity and increased throughput, and
ensuring more cooperation. In this work the
comparative analysis among AODV and ECORS
are carried out to ensure the efficiency via,
throughput and delay in packet delivery in small
scale mobile ad hoc networks.
The various applications of cooperative
communication in mobile ad hoc networks are
disaster relief, operation in military battlefield
communication, rescue operation in an earthquake
kind of environments and civilian’s community
network. The light weight proactive source routing
protocol is used as ECOR scheme for gaining
complete knowledge of routing data from each
node to all other nodes. This protocol ensures the
packet forwarding through intermediate relay nodes
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and finding the appropriate route to the desired
destination. The opportunistic data forwarding
which allows the relay nodes that are not available
in forwarder list to select the neighbour nodes to
ensuring the opportunistic cooperative message
transmission in desired route and reducing delay in
packet delivery and also to avoid the retransmission
in this communication.
This paper is organized as following
structure. The section 2 describes the related work
which expose with ExOR and AODV. In Section 3,
the details of proposed enhanced cooperative
opportunistic routing based packet delivery were
represented. Section 4 represents throughput and
delay analysis. The simulation results and
comparative performance analysis among AODV
and ECOR is given in section 5. Finally, the
conclusion and future work are presented in Section
6.
2.
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packets and it was included on the forwarder list.
Thus, if a packet is received through a listed
forwarder near to the destination by means of a
good reception condition, this long-haul
transmission should be utilized. Otherwise, shorter
and more robust transmissions are required to
guarantee reliable progress. This experiment was to
ensure any one of the listed forwarders which relay
the packets that is probably to be the closest to the
destination at the same time. This is addressed
using prioritized scheduling methodology among
the listed forwarders based on their priority
indicated in the forwarder lists.
In Extended Opportunistic Routing, the
data packets are prepended with an Extended
Opportunistic Routing header, and it was included
some of the following information. Then, they are
further appended with an 802.11 data frame header
before they are being broadcasted.
The important terms which are used in
ExOR scheme are given below for a brief review.

BACKGROUND WORK

The utilization of the broadcasting nature
of wireless channels at the link layer and recent
histories are compared with the physical layer.
Larsson [4] proposes a new handshake technique
which is referred as Selection Diversity Forwarding
(SDF) is used to implement downstream forwarder
node selection in a multi hop wireless networks. In
this forwarding approach that the senders select
from a set of usable downstream neighbors for the
high transient link quality when communication
takes place. Then the IEEE 802.11 Distributed
Coordination Function (DCF) based DATA/ACK
handshake was enhanced. One step ahead, this type
of handshake which initiates an opportunistic usage
of link quality variation in multi hop wireless
mobile networks, specifically at link and network
layers. The coordination in SDF is costly and its
overhead needs are significantly reduced in
practical.
Another type of routing is extended
Opportunistic Routing (ExOR).The Extended
Opportunistic Routing (ExOR) [3] Cross-layer
opportunistic data forwarding methods in multi-hop
wireless networks proposed by Biswas and Morris.
It melts the MAC (Medium Access Control) and
network layers. The MAC layer can find the actual
next-hop forwarder after transmission depending on
the transient channel conditions at all capable of
downstream nodes. Nodes are empowered to
overhear all packets transmitted in the channel. A
multitude of forwarders can possibly forward the

Batch size - No of packets in batch. It has the same
number for all data in a given batch.
Forwarder list - The source specifies the forwarder
list in priority order based evaluated cost of
delivering a packet from each node in the
destination.
Forwarder List Update - A forwarder list
automatically updated when during packet
transmission.
Routing- Way of packet transmit from source to
destination.
Opportunistic Routing - To take opportunistic for
alternative routing when non-cooperative nodes
become into cooperative node routing
Opportunistic Data Forwarding- It refers to way
that data packets are handled in a multi-hop
wireless networks.
The idea of ExOR has inspired a number
of interesting extensions. To generalize the idea
behind ExOR to more different types of networks,
such as mobile wireless networks, light weight
routing algorithms with proactive source routing
capabilities are preferred. Path Finding Algorithm
(PFA) [9] which is based on the distance vector
algorithm, which incorporates the predecessor of
destinations in a routing update and the entire path
to a destination, is reconstructed by the source
node. On the other hand, the Link Vector
(LV)algorithm [10] which reduces overhead of
link-state algorithms to deal the links for data
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forwarding in routing updates. The extreme case of
LV is that only one link is included per destination
which is coincides with the PFA. Above two
algorithms were initially proposed to address the
routing scalability the issue of routing scalability
and based on that the Wireless Routing Protocol
(WRP) [11] which provides the better routes in
mobile networks.
2.1 ExOR: Opportunistic Multi-hop Routing for
Mobile Ad hoc Network
The ExOR ensures the “best” receiver of
packet forwarding operates on batches of packets to
reduce the communication. a source node a list of
candidate forwarders prioritized by closeness to the
desired
destination. The receiving nodes
successfully received the packets and also awaited
at the end of the batch. The highest priority
forwarder was utilized to broadcast the packets in
its buffer, including its copy of the “batch map” in
each packet. The batch map incorporated the
sender’s guess of the highest priority node and
received each packet by relaying node. The
remaining forwarders transmit in order, but only
send packets which were not acknowledged in the
batch maps of higher priority nodes. The
forwarders was continued in this cycle through the
priority lists until the destination has received 90%
of the packets and the remaining packets were
transferred through the traditional routing schemes.
2.2 Node State
Extend Opportunistic routing, the node’s
batch map indicates 90% of the batch has been
received through higher priority nodes that node
sends nothing when its turn comes.. Additionally, if
packet fragments are smaller that the node will set
incorrect forwarding timer and ExOR guarantee the
deliverability of 90% a batch then the destination
request the remaining packet via traditional routing.
Destination sends its batch map to source node that
only source nodes sends the remaining packet with
traditional routing, which ensure the reliable
delivery.
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(Route Request) of any node that they wish to send
data. AODV protocol used these sequence numbers
to certify the validity of routing information and
also to prevent the routing loops. A requesting node
selects a route through the greatest sequence
number to communicate destination node. Once a
fresh path was found, a RREP (Route Reply) was
sent back to the requested node. A time-base state
in each node was maintained in this routing
protocol. A table entry has been removed if it was
not used recently. A set of predecessor nodes was
carried out for each routing table entry, specifying
the set of neighbouring nodes, which used that
arrive to route the data packets. These nodes were
reported when the next-hop link breaks with RERR
(Route Error) packets. On that receiving these
packets in each predecessor node, in revolve
forwards the RERR packets to its own
predecessors, that it was erased all routes with
broken links. Thus the AODV was designed to
inform all sources using a given route when link
failure occurs.
3. ENHANCED COOPERATIVE
OPPORTUNISTIC SCHEME (ECORS)
In this proposed routing scheme that the
flow of data packets are divided into batches. All
the packets in the same batch are using the same
forwarder list when they leave the source node. The
enhanced cooperative opportunistic routing scheme
supports that it will provide complete routing
information from each node to another in this
network. Often mobilization of nodes in network
the topology is also changed. Then the forwarder
list is also changed which is referred as amble scale
currently updated, in this ECORS, the data
retransmission is also remain and it is achieved
through the moderate scale retransmission.
The design of ECOR include following
three modules.

2.3 Ad-hoc On Demand Distance Vector
Routing (AODV)
In AODV type of routing algorithm, the
routes were discovered, when a source node are
requested to send the data to a specific destination.
The main objective of AODV is that it used
traditional routing tables to maintain routing
information, with one entry per destination. The
each record in this table had a destination sequence
number. This number is covered in the RREQ
756

1) Light-Weight Proactive Source Routing –
The nodes periodically exchange the
network structure information because each
node has a spanning tree of the networks
which indicates the shortest paths to all other
nodes. Light-weight PSR is inspired through
path finding and link-vector algorithms but
it is purely a lighter weight. As per
technicality view that the light weight
proactive source routing without ECORS is
only to support the conventional IP
forwarding.
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2) Ample Scale Currently Update - it is purely
based on changed in forwarder list that the
node having idea to forward packets to
desired destination and how the packets
carries out forwarder list. This kind of
efficient update is achieved through this
amble scale currently update.
3) Moderate scale retransmission - A short
forwarder list forces the packets which have
to be forwarded over pathetic and weak
links. The reliability of data forwarding
between two listed forwarders is increased
in this ECORS and it allows nodes which
are not on the forwarder list. To cooperate
and forwarding the data retransmission if
downstream forwarder has not received
packet successfully. In this situation this
type of opportunistic coordination among
mobile allows the successful and efficient
retransmission.
3.1 Cooperative Route Identification
3.1.1 Route Discovery
Route discovery begins when a source
node ensures and it needs viable a route to the
desired destination. It places the destination IP
address, last known sequence number for the
desired destination, its own IP address and current
sequence number into a Route Request (RREQ).
Then RREQ is broadcasts and timer is setting and
the source node is waiting for reply through the
route table when a destination node receives the
RREQ, A reverse route entry is there in a source
node of route table. In order to respond to the
RREQ, it also checks whether it is unexpired route
to destination. Until these conditions are met, the
node rebroadcasts the RREQ.
On the other hand, if it does meet either of
these conditions, a Route Reply (RREP) message is
created by the node and it places the current
sequence number of the destination, as well as its
distance in hops to the destination, into the RREP,
and then unicasts this message back to the source.
The node which received the RREQ is used is next
hop. When an intermediate node receives the RREP
that it creates a forward route entry to the
destination node in its route table, and then it
forwards the RREP back to the source node. Once
the source node receives the RREP, it begins to
transmit data packets to the desired destination.
Then receives a RREP with a equivalent sequence
number and smaller hop count, that it updates its
route table entry and it begins using the new route.
If the source node does not receive a RREP by the
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time its discovery timer expires, then it
rebroadcasts the RREQ. It attempts route discovery
while this kind process reached maximum number
of attempts, the session is aborted. When no route is
discover after the maximum number of attempts.
3.1.2 Route maintenance
In this route maintenance, an active route
which has been recently used to the transmit data
packets is acted as a route. The non-active link
breaks are not triggering any protocol action. If
there are the link breaks occurs in an active routes,
the node upstream of the break determines whether
any of its neighbors are utilizing that specified link
to reach the desired destination. That it creates a
Route Error (RERR) packet, The RERR contains
the IP address of each destination but it
unreachable, due to the link break. The RERR also
contains the sequence number of each destination
incremented by one. The node then broadcasts the
packet and invalidates the routes in the route table.
When a neighbouring node receives the RERR, it is
invalidates each of the routes listed in the packet, if
that route used the source of the RERR as a next
hop. It creates and broadcasts its own RERR
message. If a source node receives RERR that it
invalidates the listed routes. Also, it determines the
expired routes and re-initiates the route discovery to
establish the route properly.
The route discovery process and
maintenance is clearly discussed in the following
steps
If S is source node, D is destination node
TTL is time to live , APR is accumulated path
reputation and ni is node number.
Step1: S initializes the APR to random ro= (0,1].
It encrypt the APR with D, public key, and
signature.
RREQ: S || D || TTL || EpkD(r0) || EpkD(r0)
|| sigskS(r0).
Step2:Intermediate node ni receiving a RREQ,
after updating the APR and TTL fields,
appends its ID and it is rebroadcasted the
RREQ.
RREQ: S || D || TTL || n1,…ni ||
EpkD(APRi) || EpkD(r0) || sigskS(r0).
Where
EpkD(APRi)= EpkD(APRi-i). EpkD(πj=1i-1rij).
Step3: For every RREQ indicating a unique path to
the source, the destination decrypts the APR
fields using skd. It also recovers the initial
random value r0 and verifies the signature
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sigsks(r0) using pks. D rejects the route, if
APRk> r0.
RREQ: S || D || TTL || n1,..nk || EpkS(APRD)
|| Epks(APRD) || sigskd(APRD).
Where
EpkS(APRD)= EpkS(APRk). EpkD(πj=1k-1rDj).
RSD=

k+1 root

APR1 (πkj=1rjs)
r0

Step4:An intermediate node ni receiving a RREP,
multiplies all its own reputation values rji ,
j = i + 1. for nodes included in the reverse
path so far. It encrypts π kj =i+1 rji with S’s
public key (pkS) and multiplies the result
with the APR field.
RREP: S || D || TTL || n1, . . . ,nk || EpkS
(APRi) || Epks (APRD) || sigskD (APRD).
Where
Epks (APRi)=Epks(APRi+1)・EpkD(πkj=i+1rji)
Step 5: For received RREP, that the source decrypts
the APR field using its private key skS and
recovers APR1. It also decrypts Epks(APRD)
and verifies SigskD (APRD). Based on
verification, S accepts route only if APR1 ≤
APRD

RSD=

k+1 root

APR1 (πkj=1rjs)
r0

3.2 Ample Scale Currently Update
In Ample scale current update, each node
has node information about neighbor node. So the
forward list node and intermediate node should
have the ability to update the forwarder list is
determine. Adaptively with new knowledge is
introduced, when data packets are forwarded. If any
routes fail that the upstream nodes will be notified
about the new route and it is propagated to source
node immediately. Here v1 is source node and v10
is destination node in figure 1, the data packet
transform from v1 to v10 through the best route
v1v2v3v4v5v6v7v8v9v10.Then, if the routing
module indicates the new route to the destination
v1v2v3v4v5v’6v’7v9v10 the following points are
considered.

Figure. 1. Current Route Update.

1. The routing information can be outdated through
the time and it has been propagated to a remote
node.
2. A frontier node updates an forwarder list, only
the segment of the list between the frontier and
destination is replaced.
3. A frontier node will update a packet’s forwarder
list according to its routing module.
4. Consider a particular intermediate node is on the
forwarder list that the frontier moves from the
source to the destination, then the forwarder list
may be refreshed multiple times through
different frontiers.
3.3. Moderate scale retransmission
A short forwarder list forces the packets to
be forwarded with possible weak links to increase
the reliability of packet forwarding between two
listed forwarders. It is clearly explained in the
retransmission process in Figure.2.
In this figure f1 and f2 is forwarder list
node. The Node r is located somewhere between f1
and f2. The f2 has transmitted its fragment of
packets and it is compared with the packets
transmitted by f1, the node r knows the missed
packets in f2. It believes the missing packets are
now eligible for retransmission.

Figure 2. Retransmission Process.
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1. Node r should be a neighbour of both f1 and
f2. Node r can learn this by looking up its
neighbour list.
2. The separation distance between f1 and f2,
refers d(f1, f2), should be greater than d(f1,
r) and d(r, f2).
3. Node r uses a scoring function F(d(f1, r),
d(r, f2)). F can be any function that favors a
node close to the midpoint of the line
segment between f1 and f2 and it is not too
close to either one of them.
4. THROUGHPUT AND DELAY ANALYSIS
Therefore, unavailability of alternative
routes causes the source node to initiate route
discovery and also the protocol initiates route repair
mechanism, if any route breaks occurs. The
intermediate nodes are unable to send the data
packets due to the link break that the ECOR sends
the route error and its leads packet dropping. It also
reduces the Packet Delivery ratio and throughput.
Thus the route discovery and route maintenance are
efficiently carried out through ECOR. The PDR,
Throughput, End-to-End delay and Packet dropping
ratio are clearly discussed in this section for
analysis.
1. Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR)
The ratio of the number of data packets
actually delivered to the destinations versus the
number of data packets supposed to be received.
This number presents the effectiveness of a
protocol.
PDR = ∑ No.of packet received / ∑ No.of packet
sent
2. Throughput
Throughput is the total amount of packets
which is received by a destination node. It is
measured by byte/sec or bit/sec.
Total no.of pack successfully delivered
Throughput =
Time
3. End-to-End Delay
It is the average delay of data packets
received by destination from source. It is measured
through the time taken between the generation of
data packet at source and the last bit of arrival at
destination.
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Packet lost = number of packet sent - number of
packet received.
Thus the analysis is achieved based on the
above derivations in this proposed ECOR. The
proper performance analysis is explained in detail
in the section 5.
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this work, the proposed system is
simulated using Network Simulator NS-2. Fifty
nodes are randomly deployed in a 1000×1000 m2
area. The simulation is carried out by the
comparison between AODV and proposed ECOR.
5.1 Packet Delivery Ratio and Throughput
In this proposed scheme PDR performance
analysis between AODV and ECOR is represented
in Figure 3. This figure denotes the result from first
experiment, where AODV’s PDR is low as 56%.
Although the PDR significantly drops with the
increase of low power nodes, the proposed scheme
consistently outperforms the other competing
protocols. It is observed that, at lower link
connectivity, the proposed scheme is able to
achieve a PDR of 91%, which is twice as much
compared to the AODV routing protocol. Figure 3
represents the results from the second experiment.
At the same ratio that the proposed scheme’s PDR
increases up to 93% compared to the first
experiment.
In Figure 4, the packets are being dropped
due to the unidirectional links, because many of the
RREP occurs which causes the source to frequent
rebroadcast. As a result the links become severely
congested and reducing the probability of
successful RREP packet transmission.
We know that the throughput increases
only when connectivity is better. It can be observed
that the performance of the ECORS throughput is
135.61(kbps). It means that the total number of
packets delivered over total simulation time. The
throughput comparison and performance analysis
are made with the load of 40 nodes in this
simulation and are plotted in below.

4. Packet Drop Ratio
The total number of packets dropped
during the transmission.
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Therefore, it severely affects the route
discovery, which causes the source nodes to
frequently broadcast RREQ packets. On the
contrary, the proposed scheme utilizes the
unidirectional link during the route discovery,
causing lower delay. Consequently, data packets
will be rapidly transmitted by the relay nodes with
reduced delay once the route is established. Thus
the Simulation is achieved successfully based on
nodes velocity and average delay and it is plotted
clearly in the above figure.
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Figure. 3. Throughput Vs Node Mobility

5.2 End-to-End Delay
Figure 4 represents the average end-to-end
delay from the first and second experiments,
respectively. The results are slightly increased in
the first experiment and this may be due to the
different mobility model sets in each simulation.
The observation are made that the average end-toend delay of the AODV scheme consistently
remains at a level high than the proposed scheme.
This is expected since AODV constraints routing
by assuming that all links are bidirectional.

In this proposed work, Cooperative packet
delivery is achieved in multi-hop mobile ad hoc
networks. We have proved that our proposed
scheme achieves the optimal packet delivery using
1. ECOR 2. Large - Scale Live Update. and 3.
Small scale Retransmission. All nodes utilize the
broadcasting nature of wireless channels and are
achieved via efficient cooperative participation in
this network. Sender can send the packets and they
forwarded through the relay nodes to the desired
destination under the proper route discovery and
route maintenance. In this cooperative packet
delivery, the non-cooperative nodes are included
wherever required. In this opportunistic network,
the cooperative nodes are in forwarder list update
and based the efficiencies of node in the network
the packets are disseminated through the
established route to reach the destination. The
performance analysis of throughput and delay was
successfully simulated using the ECORS. Our
future work is to increasing energy level of mobile
nodes in cooperative message transmissions to
achieve the nodes lifetime in entire mobile ad hoc
network.
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